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Linda Goodman was a talented Astrologer and a great humanitarian she wrote this book 
with a very good intention--in her own words "How to really know the people you know, how 
to like them better and make them like you. It's a happier world, and people are pretty 
great when you look for the rainbows hidden inside them". In this timeless book she 
describes the human condition simply and precisely. And in reading this book you will learn 
from her great knowledge of the signs of the Zodiac and skillful descriptions a quick 
reliable method of analyzing people and learning to understand human nature. Then 
perhaps we can learn a new definition of what it means to be human, that could be 
tolerance.
Find out what's really happening in your life and the lives of those around you. Is he really 
unstable beneath that placid exterior? Is she marrying you for your money alone? When 
should you give a wayward spouse the benefit of the doubt? How can you adjust your 
inner moods to your best advantage, knowing when to push and when to pull back, when 
to speak up and when to shut up? What is the best time to ask your boss for that raise, 
your girl for her heart and hand, your brother-in-law for a loan? Learn all this and much, 
much more from the world-famous astrologer who has helped millions divine their way to 
happiness, love, and profit by studying the sun signs. Amaze your friends and yourself with 
your insight into their most hidden characteristics. Be the best that you can possibly be 
with -- Sun Signs.Linda Goodman, who died in 1995, was born and brought up in 
Parkersburg, West Virginia. She worked first as a columnist and feature writer for the 
Parkersburg News-Sentinel and the Clarksville (Tennessee) Courier. Then she was a staff 
writer for several radio and television stations, including three years at NBC writing; Monitor; 
and; Emphasis. She also wrote the book and lyrics for a Broadway musical in the time she 
could spare from preparing astrological charts for a sizable clientele. She was married and 
had four children.
Other Books
How to Appreciate an Aries, Have you ever come across the active, energetic Aries 
energy? Do you know why learning how to appreciate them is so important? Would you like 
to know how to be friends with or date one successfully? This insider information will guide 
you through the process of easily making a chart using on-line resources so you can learn 
how to find the three most important parts of a birth chart.
�����. Have you ever come across the active, energetic Aries energy?"
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